INSCRIBE AUSTRALIA DELIVERY WAIVER FORM
Inscribe Australia provides a high level of care and responsibility for the safe packaging, dispatching and delivery of all
products. Inscribe Australia prefers to deliver directly to a business/factory street address or Post Office Box.
Therefore, if our customers should require goods to be delivered elsewhere, we require this waiver to be agreed upon
and signed. Some of these sites are complex constructions sites and directions can be confusing for courier’s services,
especially if sites have no Gatehouse, or are not clearly signed.
If this is a high risk delivery address Inscribe Australia cannot guarantee delivery to the intended person or site. Inscribe
Australia takes no responsibility for any missing, lost or incorrect delivery.

This includes:
•
•
•

Constructions Sites
Temporary Work Sites
Residential Address

•
•

Individual Trades Persons
Rural Sites

In order to achieve successful delivery of our products, it is ideal if the parcel can be received at a ‘Manned Gatehouse’
that has signage which is clearly visible from the street. If however the parcels does go missing, we will endeavour to
track your consignment and provide proof of delivery. Accordingly, the abovementioned company agrees to the
following conditions which now becomes part of Inscribe Australia’s Terms and Conditions.
i. All goods will be shipped to the address as stipulated on the Purchase Order. The customer assumes control
of goods once the courier company obtains a signature for the landing of the goods.
ii. The customer is responsible for having a representative available to accept the goods. If the goods require
re-delivery, it will be the customer’s responsibility to arrange for return and also any extra associated costs.
iii. The customer must inspect the goods.
iv. Any damage the parcel should be reported immediately. Unreported damage becomes the responsibility
of the customer

I, ____________________ of ___________________hereby acknowledge and consent in having goods
shipped directly to the site address as detailed on our Purchase Oder No. __________.
I agree to the terms and conditions as detailed above.
I have elected to have the goods delivered to alternative work site.
I also agree to pay the full price for all products shipped direct to on site address as stated in the Purchase
Order.
Name_______________________________

Title________________________________

Signature_____________________________

Date________________________________

